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IT consulting also known as computer consultancy, computing consulting or IT advisory is a field
that mainly focuses on the advising businesses and how information technology can be used for
meeting all the business objectives. There are many IT Consulting Companies that provide advice
and can implement, deploy, manage, estimate and administer IT systems as per the requirements
of different organizations or businesses; this is called as outsourcing.

IT consulting services include:

â—•	IT Transformation

â—•	Social & Collaborative Knowledge Management

â—•	Strategic Cost Transformation

â—•	Offshore Advisory Services

â—•	Process Consulting Services

â—•	Six Sigma Consulting Services

â—•	Quality Management

â—•	Model-based Software Process Improvement

â—•	Focused Process Solutions

â—•	Customized Solutions

â—•	ITIL Process Services

â—•	Change Management

IT consulting firms create strategies that help in transforming the enterprise by aligning IT strategies
and priorities to their business objectives. Consulting is a business that provides advice to firms
trying to do what they do faster, better & more. Also, to firms on the move and the firms that are in
trouble. When different organizations or businesses have to overcome problems of different fields
like personnel, technology, accounting, operations, sales or customer relations; businesses seek the
advice of consultants or advisors. 

There are different organizations that require IT consulting services to add additional expertise on a
specific area. Clients require guidance with different technologies or techniques, some of them are
mentioned below:

â—•	Operating systems

â—•	Databases

â—•	Systems analysis and design tools, techniques and methodologies.
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â—•	Communication that includes Internet/Intranet strategy and technologies

â—•	Systems development that includes specific tools and environments

For the growth and development of an organization and to make any business successful, business
owners have to keep abreast with their market competitors existing in this highly competitive
industry. The consultants of different IT firms assist small as well as big enterprises or businesses to
make the transition between their set operational goals and the present level of operation. IT
consultants provide help by offering complete information, advice and implementation. This further
leads to lasting organizational change in different ways that includes development of systems
integration, logistics, leadership training, quality management, marketing, distribution channel
development, new strategies, systems, competitive analysis, process redesign, productivity
enhancement, activity-based costing, leveraging technology, human resource strategy cost control
and value management.

Selecting the right consulting is very important for the growth and development of the organization.
You should look for those consultants those think, brainstorms, listen, cajole, analyze, challenge
assumptions and convince good companies to become better by implementing new techniques and
ideas that help in creating value. This also helps in proper growth and development of an
organization. Consultants are able to evaluate all your specifications & requirements and
accordingly they use their expertise to help all you meet all your organizational goals within the
predefined time.
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